Accelerate the Database
Move to Cloud

With SpringML Database
Build Migration Factory

Joining the Migration Factory Herd
with Our Own Stripes

Advanced Processes for an
Accelerated Migration

SpringML has developed a unique database migration service
for Google Cloud that removes barriers and leverages strategic
cloud benefits. We use an agile approach for iterative results
and lightning speed, and our services are delivered with
“tough love” – we tell you what you need to hear based on
our deep and broad experience with enterprise migrations.

SpringML takes you from ideation to industrialization using a
carefully crafted, low-touch but high-intensity approach.
Our advanced processes are based on three pillars of
assessment and a four-stage migration framework.
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Three Pillars of Assessment

Non-invasive Data Collection
Minimal disruption
during assessment

Frictionless Analysis
Quick scoping of realistic
migration path

Data-driven Decision Making
Recommend fastest
workloads to migrate

Stellar Outcomes to Exceed Your Expectations
With these processes, plus our Google Cloud expertise, best of breed tools, and database and data warehouse skills, we deliver
outcomes that meet and exceed your business requirements.

Migrations in days or
weeks, not months

Reduced TCO
and risk

More time for
analysis and insight

Faster time to
cloud value

Streamlined,
cost-effective projects

Data Migration to Google Cloud

The Need
Iron Mountain needed to move to the cloud to reduce
total cost of ownership (including database licensing)
and derive insights related to performance across
regions and understand customer profitability based
on activities being performed.

Business Benefits
Significantly lowered costs and created accessible
insights from data by ingesting more source data into
BigQuery directly. Project was streamlined and delivered
results quickly.

Customer Pain
Iron Mountain grew to 104 databases through 200
acquisitions; infrastructure maintenance alone was huge.
Data was siloed across various systems and KPIs could
not be tracked properly on a global level.

Google Cloud Solutions
SpringML led design and implementations with
Dataflow, BigQuery, Composer for orchestration, and
Looker for business intelligence.

To learn more, please visit our web site at www.springml.com.

